Sixty Slice ~ Quilt Pattern Created by Leah Day
Do you have a stack of fat eighths or fat quarters that need to find a
home in a new quilt? Stack and slice your fabrics to create this easy
quilt top in a single day!
Finished quilt size: 47 x 62 inches
Materials
16 Fat Eighths - 9 x 21-inch rectangles - Windham Fabrics Hello Jane
2 yards Fabric A - Kona Cotton Solid Ash
Gray 100% cotton piecing thread

Fabric Preparation and Quilt Piecing Tips
For best results, prewash, starch, and press all fabrics before cutting.
Remember to lower your stitch length to 1.5 mm to create a tight
stitch. Unless otherwise noted, please press all seam allowances
OPEN to reduce bulk and make quilting easier.

Cutting Chart
Cut 16 - 2 ½ x 14-inch strips
Fabric A

Cut 12 - 2 ½ x 19 ½ -inch strips
Cut 8 - 2 ½ x 40-inch strips

Piecing Instructions
Arrange the fat eighth rectangles of fabric in sets of two on your cutting mat.
Align the 60-degree angle on your ruler with the long edge of the fabrics and
slice across as shown in Fig. 1.
Separate the cut pieces so two different prints are arranged together to create
two blocks.
Piece one Fabric A 2 ½ x 14 inch strip to the left side of the block. Align and
sew the right piece of the block to the opposite edge of the strip.
Fig. 1

Trim the block to measure 7 ½ x 18 ½ inches.
Repeat with all the fabrics to create a total of 16 Sixty Slice Blocks. One block
will not be used in the quilt top.

Piecing the Quilt
Arrange fifteen blocks in three rows of five blocks as shown in the picture above. Piece the
blocks together in rows with the Fabric A 2 ½ x 19 ½ inch strips between the blocks. These
strips are intentionally cut longer than needed so you can trim the edges of the rows after
piecing.
Piece the 8 Fabric A 2 ½ x 40-inch strips together with a diagonal seam as shown in Fig. 2.
Cut 4 - 2 ½ x 45 inch strips and 2 - 2 ½ x 64 inch strips from this long strip.

Fig. 2

Piece the shorter strips between the block rows to create the center of the quilt. Piece the longer
strips to both sides. Give your Sixty Slice quilt a final press and it will be ready for quilting!
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Find a free video tutorial for this pattern at LeahDay.com/SixtySlice

